Proclamation!!
Frosh, Beware!
Crisis Inevitable

Yes, the Junior College Sophomores of The California Polytechnic of San Luis Obispo do go to war! This much is certain. But a strange thing happens at the very beginning of the war. In fact, a strange thing happens at this time, the day of the war, the first day of April, in the minds of those who were painting and urging the boys to fight for their country during the Easter vacation. They were painting for the spring training and the Easter vacation. On the other hand, the California Polytechnic students do not take part in this campaign.

Frosh Slated to Walk Over Sophs

(By Dick Doyle, Frosh, Freshman class)

Well done, this is the big day for us. Frosh of us paint fellows have to take part in this campaign with the spirit that it is essential. It is the Frosh who will have to maintain the line. It is natural that in every group, no matter how large or small, there is a certain per cent that have a tendency to lag behind and "let John do it." In other words "must the buck." As a Frosh you will have to work. You will have to suffer. But you remember, the Frosh is the greatest. Thank the Lord! Frosh are a number of leaders who will be of valuable assistance in winning this war. And will we go to the very limit of things, this Frosh is true. Last year the Frosh walk won because they acted in a group. Let's keep up the tradition and make the Sophs their last battle.

I am depending on every member of the class to fight with us and support our leaders. As a Frosh of this class, I have the same object as the Sophs, to promote interest in this great war. We must be able to handle the Sophs, and we can do it. The Frosh are tremendously strong in this war. The mighty Frosh will be able to outwork the Sophs, in this conflict.
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IS OUR GRADING SYSTEM FAIR?

There is a deficiency in the grading system for J. C. students, which works a hardship on those students who are unfortunate enough to receive plus or minus signs on their grade cards.

It seems that the registrar's office of the University of California has requested all state junior colleges when grading their students to give all grades with a minus plus or minus attached to the next lowest grade. What happens when J. C. grades are sent from here to any college or university? If a student gets a B minus in a course, this grade is changed to a C. Also, if he gets a B plus, this grade is changed to B. According to the system of grading here, such a method robs the students of anywhere from 2 to 8 points on the grade as the records do not indicate that any points are really added on to the grade.
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EDITORIAL

EXCHANGES

Oakland high school is polishing up for next week's commencement of seniors, art work


Pomona high has one of the best track teams in the country. It is equipped with two complete teams of athletes in every event in the track, and when they run, you should be there to see it.

Pomona high has one of the best track teams in the country. It is equipped with two complete teams of athletes in every event in the track, and when they run, you should be there to see it.

Prof. Milo Intrench of the University of Southern California, recent graduate of Pomona high, Mr. Goodnow stated that the Pomona high track team has the fastest runners in the state and that many of them will be in the Olympics this year.
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HREM OF HATRED

A gay who was in the army when the war was over, and is now in a position of some importance, says that the best way to run away from that accursed cooeeala the yeara, but the lines tell money, money makei banka, .banka lighta.

29 canning peaches? "

ning all the lettera of the alphabet, and

mother.

Merttariea today."

0. Halvoran: Yea; but the outado

0. Dick Dale: Did Kramer get that

that." 4 . . .

power." , ......

LOAN MACHINES

Did ahe! She wna on my

THE PLANE TRUTH

"Oke by me."

"Oke by me:"

"Oke by me."

"Oke by me."

"Oke by me.

Dale became nervous: he looked about

The convicts struggled and pulled

The point will be made here, that one can just see the hundreds of students as the glider might have seemed to the pilot normally did fly. Suddenly a boy came out of the shed and grabbed

Dale nervously, but valiantly stepped on the spring which was to be used to pull

"The pink over there remind! mo of

"The red looka Juat like a rosel" "That'a power, Madame/"

Dale awoke with a start. It waa 8:16,

It glided majestically eastward.

The Conflict discharged three pretty
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HYMN OF HATRED

I is "Finn: Thla morning my hua-

pataziee that I made myaeif.

"I'm going apongea you off.

Dale became nervous: he looked about

And 't was wonderto be the proud "Spirit of Poly" as

storm, and also missed hia breakfast. Much

thoughtful Ag had left the lid to the

It the fear-craxed pilot. Downward he

Dale nervously, but valiantly stepped

At the little group of enthusiastic aeronauts sat

The convicts struggled and pulled

Dale nervously, but valiantly stepped

Dale nervously, but valiantly stepped

About, two yeara, aonny.

He slanged, when I wiahed for the

If never I meet that chap again,

"All through our luncheon I atrove to

"The white face of the sunset."

"The moon's face brightens up before giving the word to stretch the

"The blue planetm."

The convicts struggled and pulled

A paradoxical thing about the air-

"Which ia the more important, a

William*:

"A fine day,

"A fine day," and he nodded hla

"A fine day," and he nodded hla

"That was my own wood," she said.

"Di you are in a way." She should have been a

"Di you are in a way." She should have been a

"I aaled, "A flne day," and he nodded hla

"A fine day," and he nodded hla

"I aaked him to lunch, and he flippantly

"The hot aun of May beat down on

"The convicts struggled and pulled

"The convicts struggled and pulled

"The convicts struggled and pulled

"The convicts struggled and pulled

"The convicts struggled and pulled

"The convicts struggled and pulled

"The convicts struggled and pulled
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"The convicts struggled and pulled

"The convicts struggled and pulled

"The convicts struggled and pulled

"The convicts struggled and pulled

"The convicts struggled and pulled
Baseball Turnout Smashes Previous Records

Potential Stars Seen

In three intramural games, the baseball season was well under way, the Regulators took the Yannigans into a three in the spring

Truck season has started with a bang. According to Coach A. P. Agosti, Poly has a chance to make a good showing this year if the team can hold together.

Several noted athletes from other schools are now attending here. One, a famous shot-putter and weight man, is often found at the gym. After showing this year is fairly Sam Johnson who has already made a name for himself in basketball. Many of his

' tie' line-up is as follows: D. Lynn, McLean, 

Trick season season in the absence of Coach Ray McCart?

Mr. Schlefferly, who was a world

Hick Day Events?

As the Polygram goes to press, the follow­

For the most part, the new field is a

By scoring 12 runs in the first two

Monetary, New York, is scheduled to be held on the

Wardog Squad" To

Phone 1442

Flamingo Inn

Yannigans—AB R H PO A E

Totals

This squad is in no sense a joke, as it has been

Poly boats use Associated Gasoline, so can you. Fill up at a Red, Garnet, Union Cigar Store and Ford, South cut one window, fill it with our own

Mrs. Verrais: I wish you'd give 

The Polygram goes to press, the

Lula Obispo, Wednesday, March 16.

Barber Shop

Poly is going to be a baseball city this year. Although track season is usually

The Polygram goes to press, the

If you would like to have a day's va­

Heavily. Bruce Rose is going to handle 

Whether you have stopped fighting? 

Bill Plante, Shrubs, Trees, Floral pieces, 

Is it too late to think of choosing a career. 

��雄的 rambling rhythm very much

How do you know— 

Would you like to have a day's va­

Mr. Verrais: Judging by the hours 

When you approach a spot where you would like to rest, throw a hand

Ford would not run, and if luck is 

Cater to Poly

CLOTHING

AND

SHOES

FURNISHINGS

POLYTECHNIC

SUPER—SERVICE

Baldwin—Service—Courteous—Quality

R!4.

POLYTECHNIC

Baldwin
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